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ECG AC 3010 C
Cooler box
Product code: 342400024958
EAN: 8592131306417









Practical cooling bag with many extra pockets

Cooling function

30 liters inner volume

20 pcs 0,5 l PET bottles / 20 pcs 0,5 l cans inner

capacity

 Practical cooling bag with many
extra pockets

 Durable fabric with sophisticated
details

 30 liters inner volume

 12V DC car power cable 2,5 m
hidden inside zipped pocket

 Coold down by as much as 15°C
below the ambient temperature

 Powerful motor and high quality
insulation with thick sponge for

better cooling efect

 Power cable hidden in the front
zipped pocket

 Smart big windor for easy access

 Comfortable soft shoulder strap
with easy length adjustment

 Two bigger net pockets on sides
and two smaller pockets located in

inner space for safety transport of
small products
 20 pcs 0,5 l PET bottles or 20 pcs

0,5 l cans inner capacity

 Modern and lightweight design

 Transformer for VDE use could be
bought as an accessory model

name ECG MP 2500
 Inner size: 360 x 250 x 280 mm

(WxHxD)
 Outer size: 430 x 340 x 280 mm

(WxHxD)
 Nominal voltage: DC 12 V

 Nominal input power: 48 W
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 48

Energy efficiency
class -

Cooling Yes

Heating No

Power supply (V) 12 / 220-240

Product specification

Inner capacity (l) 30

Cooling down Up less -15°C

Heating function No

Power indicator
light No

Design

Colour Blue

Material Cotton

Accessories

Power cord Yes

340

280

430

430

1.9

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

301

180

422

2.2

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Perfectly cooled beverages
You will appreciate the services of the first-class cooler bag ECG AC 3010 C especially in the
summer months.  

Thanks to the generous 30 l volume of the bag, you can easily place in it up to 20 half-litre
bottles or cans – this means enough space for chilled drinks for the whole family to take for a trip,
picnic or garden party.

Thought out in detail
Thanks to the first-class PEVA insulation and a powerful motor, the cooler bag ECG AC 3010 C
offers cooling of up to 15 °C temperature difference compared to ambient temperature.  

In addition, the solid removable bottom is entirely washable, providing for easy maintenance if
necessary.

Comfortable choice
The ECG AC 3010 C cooler bag is equipped with practical soft strap with the option of length adjustment,
which allows for a maximum comfort in transport.  

Two mesh pockets on the sides and two smaller ones in the interior provide a wonderful option of safe
storage and transport of various small items.
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